Business events
at NEMO

Fascinating science
NEMO takes visitors into a world of everyday yet
quite remarkable phenomena. We do this by means
of NEMO’s activities and exhibitions, with themes
such as energy, water, physical phenomena and
psychology.

Carry out experiments in a laboratory, find
out what causes lightning or get to know the
sustainable technologies of the future. In
our exhibitions, there is always a link to your
organization.
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NEMO Science Museum, also for business events
Stage your event in the largest science museum in the Netherlands! For over 90 years, NEMO has
been the place where young and old are interactively encouraged to discover how important and
how fascinating the world of science and technology is. Your event at NEMO means:

• A central location in Amsterdam that is easily accessible
• An impressive reception in a futuristic building that is also an architectural masterpiece
• A range of 13 special venues, each with their own individual options
• Access to the highest Rooftop Square in the Netherlands, with a view of Amsterdam
• The option of staging events between the exhibitions
• An innovative location in science surroundings, with science catering, such as smoking cocktails

Photo credits : DigiDaan, Sebastiaan ter Burg, Suzanne Blanchard, Elmer van der Marel, Clickshot, Hanne Nijhuis

• The option of allowing your guests to visit the museum, free of charge

We look forward to welcoming you in NEMO!
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Meet the team: Rob van Esveld, Ileana Ortiz Bravo,
en Teun van der Meer
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A single room, the spectacular Rooftop Square, or the
entire museum?
For your business events, NEMO Science Museum can provide a range of multipurpose
venues to accommodate groups of between 8 and 2000 people. Whether it’s a
brainstorming session, a conference, a contest, a trade fair, or a festive dinner, NEMO
has the ideal venue for every event and every target group. Before, during, or after the
event, your guests can light the spark of inspiration in the science museum*.

NEMO Science Museum is a special location with something extra to offer. The entire
building is alive with science and technology. And we are only too keen to enhance your
event with a smattering of science.

* During NEMO’s opening hours, this is included in the hire price of the venue.
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“Our guests enjoyed themselves and were very involved in the
exhibits throughout the museum on the floors that we occupied.”
Mosaic Event Management

Reception Hall*

Among the exhibits*

NEMO’s renovated light-filled, all-glass

For your events, you can hire exhibitions,

entrance offers a magnificent reception to

several floors, or even the entire museum for

everyone visiting your event. The entrance

your own exclusive use. Enjoy a drinks party

area is ideal for drinks parties and receptions.

among the telescopes, in a laboratory, or allow

It offers your guests a tantalizing glimpse of

your contacts to explore exhibitions organized

the exhibition floors, and a magnificent view of

around different themes.

Amsterdam’s eastern docklands.

*outside opening hours

Room setup

Room setup

Dinner
100

Buffet
250 - 2000

Party
200

Party
300 - 2000

Reception
200

Reception
300 - 2000
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Events with a spark of
science

Event Hall

Add some scientific flair to your event.
Give your group a mysterious welcome
with a smoking cocktail or organize a
dinner among the exhibits. Break into your
official programme with a technological
challenge, like creating a chain reaction
with light beams – using lenses, prisms
and mirrors – in our ‘Build a light track’
This venue is surrounded by glass on all sides

workshop. Other exhilarating and exciting

and offers stunning views across Amsterdam’s

activities for your staff include laser

eastern docklands. The Event Hall is the ideal

gaming or an escape room in the museum.

location for all kinds of events, from a trade fair
to a festive dinner.

Room setup
Buffet
350

Reception
400

Dinner
170

U-shape
90

Party
600
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“Spread the news: prime location with ‘unprecedented’ opportunities!”
Mijksenaar bv

Foyer

Auditorium

The Foyer overlooks the museum itself and is

The Auditorium is also an ideal location for

a perfect space for a reception, lunch, dinner

lectures and conferences. The sloped seating

or drinks. It is also well suited to holding

gives your guests a perfect view of the big

presentations. All aspects of this modern venue

screen.

can be adapted to suit your wishes. You can
select the colour of the lighting to create a
unique atmosphere.

Room setup
Buffet
200

Room setup
Reception
200

Theater
200

Dinner
80
Party
200
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Theater

Boardroom

The Theatre is a soundproof space where a

In the Boardroom, you can hold your meeting or

wide range of events can be staged, such as

brainstorming session in complete peace and

dinners, workshops and presentations. The

privacy. The boardroom table can be removed

venue is equipped with professional lighting

to accommodate a dinner, workshop or theatre-

and sound equipment, enabling you to create

style presentation.

a wide variety of moods.

Room setup

Room setup

Buffet
200

Reception
250

Buffet
40

Reception
60

Dinner
150

Theater
200

Cabaret
40

Theater
40

Party
300

U-shape
50

Dinner
40

U-shape
25
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“The NEMO Science Museum is a wonderful location to
organise a conference or other events. We were very satisfied
in all respects, and this for a reasonable price. Access is excellent
via public transport. So highly recommended!”

PhotonicsNL

Panorama room

Restaurant and Conservatory

You can book the Panorama Room on NEMO’s

From the Restaurant and the Conservatory,

top floor for meetings, lectures and workshops

your guests will enjoy a breathtaking view

for up to 80 guests. This venue offers a view

of Amsterdam. From pleasant drinks parties

over Amsterdam’s historic centre and port. For

to delicious buffets, this wonderful location

larger events, it is possible to hire this venue

will give your event a dynamic twist. The

in combination with the Restaurant and the

Conservatory can be hired separately, or in

Conservatory.

combination with the Restaurant and/or the
Rooftop Square.

Room setup
Buffet
100

Room setup Restaurant and Conservatory
Theater
80

Buffet
150 - 300

Dinner
70

Reception
150 - 300

Reception
100
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“Nice cocktail party venue on the rooftop terrace. Good service!”
Institute of Physics

Rooftop square
NEMO’s architect, Renzo Piano, designed the
building around the concept of ‘interaction’. And
it does, indeed, offer plenty of opportunity for
interaction. In the Energetica outdoor exhibition,
your guests can experience the energy captured
from wind, water, and the sun, and battle the
forces of nature. In addition, the immense Rooftop
Square offers your business events a wide range
of options. For instance, you could be enjoying
a drink at 22 metres above sea level with all of
Amsterdam at your feet. Or you can hire the
entire Rooftop Square for private events, after
hours.

Room setup
Buffet
200
Reception
200
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Show, workshop or theatrical
performance
You can round off your event with a
demonstration, workshop or theatrical
performance. Take Chain Reaction, for
example, a demonstration all about energy,
featuring moving office chairs, popping
balloons and falling bricks. Or step into
NEMO’s space station. A guide uses a huge
interactive globe to show you how the Earth
works and what astronauts experience when
they orbit this planet.

Product presentation or theme
party?
At NEMO, we are more than happy to
contribute ideas and help you shape your
event at the planning stage. The atmosphere
you want to create will determine the layout
of the room. Are you looking to organize a
product presentation, a barbecue on the
Rooftop Square, or a theme party? We can
customize our venues down to the last detail
to ensure the perfect match. If you wish, we
can even book the entertainment, whether it
be a band or a DJ.
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Official wedding location
Yes I do! NEMO is an official wedding location
where you can make the ultimate commitment
to the one you love. Then you can proceed
straight to the reception in one of our venues
or on NEMO’s rooftop terrace. Your guests can
find out all about the fascinating world of
science as the festivities proceed*.

Our prime location on the IJ enables you to
arrive at your wedding location in a private
boat.

* During NEMO’s opening hours, this is included in the hire price
of the venue.

Company outings and family
reunions
NEMO is the perfect location if you want to
share the fun of science and engineering with
your clients or employees and their families.
Why not organize a family reunion or a kids’
lecture in NEMO?
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Customized catering
NEMO provides its own catering services for
events and offers you a wide range of options,
tailored to suit your guests’ preferences.
In addition to our range of high-quality and
sustainable products, we like to add a spark of
science to the dinner. For example, you can get
acquainted with the food of the future, such
as snacks prepared using nitrogen.
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Sustainable choice
NEMO can easily be reached by public
transport. In addition, we are making our own
operations increasingly sustainable using
LED lighting, cradle-to-cradle materials
and by working with local suppliers. And of
course we will be more than happy to provide
organic catering and UTZ certified coffee.
In addition, the bees on NEMO’s natural roof
provide home-made honey.
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On foot:
15 minutes from CS

For most of our venues, a projector and screen
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are included in the venue hire as standard.
All our venues are air-conditioned. NEMO has

s
its own technical team to support Palei
your event.
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If necessary, we can hire technical supplies
from external suppliers.
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Bus 22 or 48

350 parking spaces

Accessibility:
– On foot: 15 minutes from Amsterdam Central Station
–
Rembrandtple
inBy bus: take Bus 22 or 48 and get off at Kadijksplein.

Artis

Car parks:
- Parking Centrum Oosterdok, Oosterdoksstraat 150
(1300 parking spaces)
- Markenhoven, Anne Frankstraat 220 (350 parking spaces)
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NEMO Science Museum
+31 (0)20 531 3150
www.nemosciencemuseum.nl/venuehire
events@e-nemo.nl
Visiting address: 		
Oosterdok 2 		
1011 VX Amsterdam

Postal address:
Postbox 421
1000 AK Amsterdam

